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Rise of Data Science 



Outline 

 Data Science Community

 Landscape of Data Science Research in Alan Turing Institute

 What Topics are interesting to research? 

 Becoming Data Scientist?

 Fill the Gap between Research and Practice



Data Science: Any new intellectual content?

 What does it mean to Computer Science?

 1970’s: EE + Math  Computer Science

 2010’s: CS + Stats + ??  Data Science

 Is something fundamental emerging here?

 Data Science is a very broad discipline 

 Data Science PhD? 

 PhD normally with a narrow field with depth…



Scale of Community Size in ML/AI



NIPS: 8000 Attendees in 2017 

 Randomness of Paper acceptance?

 2016: 2,406 submissions and 568 acceptance (24% acceptance rate)

 2017: 3,240 submissions and 679 acceptance (21% acceptance rate)

 In 2014, Corinna Cortes and Neil Lawrence ran the NIPS experiment where 
1/10th of papers submitted to NIPS went through the NIPS review process 
twice, and then the accept/reject decision was compared. 
http://blog.mrtz.org/2014/12/15/the-nips-experiment.html

 In particular, about 57% of the papers accepted 
by the first committee were rejected by the 
second one and vice versa. In other words, most 
papers at NIPS would be rejected if one reran the 
conference review process (with a 95% confidence 
interval of 40-75%).



NIPS: Publishing 



SysML Conference spawn in 2018-2019

 SysML is a conference targeting research 
at the intersection of systems and machine 
learning

 Aims to elicit new connections amongst
these fields, including identifying best
practices and design principles for learning
systems, as well as developing novel
learning methods and theory tailored to
practical machine learning workflows



SysML 2019: Programming Models Session



History/Trajectory Data Science



Alan Turing Institute (ATI)

 Established in 2015 in London as a National Institute for Data Science

 >£20M Capital Investment from Government

 Originally 5 Universities formed core body (UCL, Warwick, Edinburg, 
Oxford and Cambridge) and now expanded to 13 and more universities

 Goal: Data Science and after 2018 changed to Artificial Intelligence 

https://www.turing.ac.uk



ATI: Research Programmes

 Translating output into practice 



Landscape of Data Science Research in ATI



Landscape of Data Science Research in ATI



Probabilistic Model

 Probabilistic models incorporate random variables and 
probability distributions into the model 

 Deterministic model gives a single possible outcome 

 Probabilistic model gives a probability distribution

 Used for various probabilistic logic inference (e.g. MCMC-
based inference, Bayesian inference…)

Python based PP:

 Pyro: https://pyro.ai/examples

 Edward: http://edwardlib.org 



Probabilistic Programming

Edward, Pyro

Probabilistic C++



TensorFlow Probability

TensorFlow integrated Edward



Landscape of Data Science Research in ATI



Deep Learning, Machine Learning, and AI…

e.g. CNN, LSTM

e.g. Logistic 
regression, Neural 
Networks



Machine Learning Timeline

 Modern Machine Learning: see Wikipedia-Timeline of machine learning



Four Great Pictures Illustrating ML Concepts

 Neural Networks: The Backpropagation algorithm 

 Cheat Sheet on Probability

 24 Neural Network Adjustments

 Matrix Multiplication in NN

See https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/four-great-pictures-
illustrating-machine-learning-concepts



Landscape of Data Science Research in ATI



Tuning Computer Systems is Complex

 Complex configuration parameter space / increasing # of 
parameters

 Configurations need tuning to optimise resource utilisation

Cluster Workload 
Management

 Hand-crafted solutions impractical, 
often left static or configured through 
extensive offline analysis

Compiler Optimisation



Complex and High Dimension Parameter Space

Device Allocation 
for Distributed Training

UBER



Auto-tuning systems

 Properties:
 Many dimensions 

 Expensive objective 
function

 Understanding of the 
underlying behaviour

Hardware

System

ApplicationInput data

Flags



Auto-tuning: Large Parameter Space
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Bayesian optimisation

① Find promising point (parameter values with   

high performance value in the model)

② Evaluate the objective function at that point

③ Update the model to reflect this new 

measurement

Pros:

✓ Data efficient: converges in few iterations

✓ Able to deal with noisy observations

Cons:

✗ In many dimensions, model does not converge to the objective function 

Iteratively build a probabilistic model of objective function



Domain

Objective

Bayesian optimisation



Structured Bayesian Optimisation (SBO)

Predicted 

Performance
Domain

Objective 

Function

Performance &

Runtime properties

Structured 

probabilistic model

①

②

③

✓ Better convergence

✓ Use all measurements

● BOAT: a framework to build BespOke Auto-Tuners

● It includes a probabilistic library to express these models

Probabilistic Model written in 
Probabilistic C++

Developer-specified, 

model of performance

from observed 

performance + arbitrary 

runtime characteristics



Semi-parametric Model

 Easy to use and 
well suited to SBO

 Understand 
general trend of 
Objective function

 High precision in 
region of Optimum 
for finding highest 
performance

Too restrictive

Too generic

Just right



Example:

 Cassandra's garbage collection

 Minimise 99th percentile latency of Cassandra

Cassandra

JVM

Garbage collection flags:

● Young generation size

● Survivor ratio

● Max tenuring threshold



Define DAG Model

 Define a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of models

99th Percentile 

LatencyGC Flags
GC Rate

Model

GC Average 

Duration Model

Latency 

Model

Average 

GC duration

GC Rate

Tune JVM parameters of a database (Cassandra) to minimise latency



Computer Systems Optimisation Models
 Short-term dynamic control: major system components are under 

dynamic load, such as resource allocation and stream processing, where 
the future load is not statistically dependent on the current load.                                     
BaysOpt is sufficient to optimise distinct workloads. For dynamic workload, 
Reinforcement Learning would perform better.

 Combinatorial optimisation: a set of options to be selected from a larger 
set under potential rules of combination. There is no straightforward 
similarity between different combinations. Many problems in device 
assignment, indexing, compiler optimisation fall in this category.                             
BaysOpt cannot be easily applied. Either learning online if the task is cheap 
via random sampling, or via RL + pre-training if the task is expensive, or 
massively parallel online training if the resources are available.

Many systems problems are combinatorial in nature 



Problem: Controlling dynamic behaviour



Reinforcement Learning

 Agent interacts with Dynamic
environment

 Goal: Maximise expectations 
over rewards over agent’s 
lifetime

 Notion of Planning/Control, 
not single static configuration

What makes RL different from other ML paradigms?

 There is no supervisor, only a reward signal

 Feedback is delayed, not instantaneous

 Time really matters (sequential)

 Agent’s actions affect the subsequent data it receives

The most similar way to human brain’s behaviour…



A brief history of Deep RL software

1. Gen (2014-16): Loose research scripts (e.g. DQN), high expertise 

required, only specific simulators

2. Gen (2016-17): OpenAI gym gives unified task interface, 
reference implementations (e.g. OpenAI baselines)

3. Gen (2017-18): Generic declarative APIs, distributed abstractions 
(Ray RLlib), some standard flavours emerge

Problems: Tightly coupled execution/logic, testing, reuse,..



RL Workloads

 Unlike supervised learning, not a single dominant execution 
pattern

 Distributed workloads: Hierarchies of sync/async data 
exchange

 Algorithms highly sensitive to hyper-parameters

 From large scale parallel training (e.g. AlphaGo) to single 
core



RL in Computer Systems: Practical Considerations

 Action spaces do not scale:

 Systems problems often combinatorial

 Exploration in production system not a good idea

 Unstable, unpredictable

 Simulations can oversimplify problem

 Expensive to build, not justified versus gain

 Online steps take too long



Dynamic Control Flow in Current Frameworks

 There are static computation frameworks WITHOUT dynamic control 
flow (mxnet, cntk) -> dynamic control flow is in the out of graph 
host program.

 There are dynamic computation graph frameworks WITH dynamic 
control flow (PyTorch, DyNet) -> graph is only implicitly defined via 
imperative operations, cannot do static graph optimisations, typically 
slower but easier to use.

 There is static computation with dynamic differentiable control flow in 
the graph -> only TensorFlow offers this among modern deep 
learning frameworks.



RLgraph: Modular Dataflow Composition



RLGraph: Separate Local and Distributed Execution 

 High performance RL computation graphs for RL with different 
distributed backends



OWL Architecture for OCaml  

By Liang Wang in 2018



Pipeline of Data Processing…



Modern Data Scientist: The sexiest job of 21th century



Many Courses offered: e.g. Master Certificate

 Data scientist is the pinnacle rank in an analytics organisation. 
You will be required to understand the business problem, 
design the analysis, collect and format the required data, apply 
algorithms or techniques using the correct tools, and finally 
make recommendations backed by data.



Landscape of Data Science Research in ATI



AutoML: Neural Architecture Search 

Current: ML expertise + Data + Computation

AutoML aims turning into: Data + 100X Computation  

 Use of Reinforcement Learning, Evolutionary Algorithms

 ..and tune network model? 

 Graph transformation

 Compression

 + Hyper parameter tuning



RL Model Building

 Current: Simulation based if there is data

World Model:

 Training RL algorithms using variational
auto encoders (simulator like)

 Use randomly collected data as input and 
train to build a compact model

 Train the compact model with RNN predict                                                         
future steps the model, then evolve the controller 
to maximise the expected cumulative reward of roll out



Modern Theory of Deep Learning

Why does it work so well?

 On the Expressive Power of Deep Neural Networks PMLR 2017:  
understanding  of  how  and  why neural  network  architectures  
achieve  their  empirical  successes is still lacking. 

 Ali Rahimi's talk at NIPS(NIPS 2017 Test-of-time award presentation)

 Deep Learning works in Practice. But Does it work in Theory? By L. 
Hoang and R. Guerraoui. (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1801.10437.pdf) 

 Understanding deep learning requires rethinking generalisation

 Fundamental theory behind the paradoxical effectiveness of deep 
learning. Still open research problem… 



Gap between Research and Practice

Research opportunities ahead!

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~ey204/
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